2013, June 27

THURSDAY NIGHT CALL

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE WORDS
PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.
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MariettaRobert

Opening Meditation: AngelSu
Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

will report later, currently playing in a pit orchestra for
a “Peter Pan” concert

27th Thurs: 9 Cuac – the storm energy, lighting clear thoughts 4 IX
28th Fri: 10 Ahau – we complete the core cycle we are in – working with DNA and alignment
29th Sat: 11 IMIX – begins the 8th unial of this matrix; destruction, letting go – the dragon energy
30th Sun: 12 IK – the wind; 12 is crystal clear clarity; a powerful tone – working with ancestors, spirit
1st July Mon: 13 AKBAL – 13 is transcendence; finishing the wave
2nd Tues: I KAN - the seed – the new wave is beginning – it is KAN the healing seed – fulfillment is in each
seed
3rd Wed: 2 CHICCHAN – the snake energy that works with duality; it's about making changes and
shedding the skin
4th Thurs: 3 CIMI – it links past and present; we begin 10 portal days in a row – we are still in the middle
of the birthing process the Tzolkein process
Astrology: Annie Rose:
doing better, resting as much as possible; still not absolutely sure what happened to her; please send
her love
MR: reference to the e-mail on the 2013 Rainbow Rose Website
T: comments on Samana and Penny: working together making a great upgrade
● Samana has created another little logo for 2013 Rainbow Rose website – a modern version and readers may
find it all around the website

Hard News:
R: calling all kinds of people today – all kinds of crazy stuff
His car took him to Ranu Mu's office: asked her about Ed Snowden and his 4 laptops that could bring
down the world's economy
● She handed him the phone: it was a dark, deep male voice almost like a whisper: “Greetings, Lord Rama!”
R: “Who's this?”
● “I am the one who was the mentor to the KOS; I am #15 of the Wingmakers!”
● Wingmakers are a group of galactics who have come here from 175 million years into our future;
they have come this far back because at this juncture in time, NESARA is part of the thing that heals the
timelines and corrects things to that the destruction does not occur in the future:
● so 1/3 of the Milky Way galaxy is not gone and everything is fully intact
● #15 said “ Even though people feel completely out of sorts and as if nothing has happened, everything is

right on schedule, right on time; Mr 19.5* along with the Sirian-Pleiadian Alliance are getting job done
● As for everything else: it's like Bill Maher said last Saturday: it's like “Crazy is in!” - yes we had a couple of

victories; yet as Bernie Sanders and others have said “Jim Crow has returned to Capitol Hill”
● At the same time, something magnificent has happened that has opened the doorway
● Mr #15 said the Supreme Court ruling on same sex marriage opens the doorway to the galactics
coming in – the next step
● #15 also said that Global Zero is doing magnificent things to remove the nukes from the planet.
● Behind the scenes, an unnamed billionaire has given $2 Billion to global Zero to deal with the nukes
– an organization started by Valerie Plame, Queen Noor; Bono, Raj Pa
T: 2008, Aug 8th – Lion's Gate Day – Pangea Day was started and this is renewed each year
● This is the organization that also created 1/2 million NGOs through which will be the funnels to set up
the Light Cities after the larger blessings come
● For Rama to get to talk to #15 today: what the Lightworkers did to KOS: #15 a mind meld on KOS and when
he was done with KOS, he could read and write 22 languages without studying; he can still do it
● These are the gifts that we are getting activated now!
R: the abilities that we have as creator-gods are being turned on at the moment; the biggest message he is
getting is love these children even more; they are children with the powers of god without love, and it is
time to corral them
T: a speaker on Aboriginal Moabite Nation last night: the real jewels are our abilities returned; we don't need
to wait for money; the abilities of St Germain as Sir Francis Bacon; Sai Baba – we can precipitate for
ourselves, instantly if we need something. #15 represents the 100 th monkey principle – the ability to do
that; the game is over!
R: Wendy Davis in TX has changed the course of events in Texas: the 11 hour filibuster – all talking heads had
praise for her today!
● Gov. Perry's time is very limited, as is Michelle Bachmann's. They will be dealt with – we are to stay
out of the fray lest we become part of the mix! The justice they get is up to LM Ma'at
R: Went to SohoNasa.gov website – there is a Jupiter sized object going around the sun; it is Nibiru, Mother's
starship – shows up each day, and each day is covered up by SOHO. Not here for 3 days of darkness or
to create war
T: One of the cabal gone today Mark Rich was found dead in his Switzerland hotel room: described as one
of the world's most famous
financiers and most famous of fugitive
● Mark Rich gave Vince Foster $hundreds of thousands and he gave it to Hillary and she put it in the
“children's defence fund” which was her private slush fund she used for 9/11 and other events ● thinks Hillary had something to do with his demise, as he was getting ready to talk about Hillary
T: another story about our amazing times! an RT interview with Max Keiser's report

2013, June 25 International confidence in US economy ‘crumbling’ after Snowden leaks

Max Keiser, the host of RT's ‘Keiser Report,’ is a former stockbroker, the inventor of the virtual specialist technology,
virtual currencies, and prediction markets.

http://rt.com/op-edge/keiser-international-confidence-crumbling-snowden-182/
Get short URL

Reuters / Bobby Yip

Along with exposing widespread international surveillance, Edward Snowden has revealed how exactly
the US is financing its military ambitions, according to Max Keiser.
RT: Surely not even you can make any kind of link between the Snowden saga and the US economy?
Max Keiser: The American economy runs on the confidence, confidence that the world accepts the US
dollar as world reserve currency, confidence that the US bond market will remain the standard. And what
we are seeing is a sell-off in a bond market and a sell-off in the stock market, because confidence in the
US and its ability to maintain a global empire through interest rates and the Central Bank policy is
crumbling before the world’s very eyes.
What’s interesting is that Edward Snowden worked for Booz Allen Hamilton. Booz Allen allegedly along
with a few other companies are the masterminds behind LIBOR market rigging scandal, energy market
rigging scandal, FOREX market rigging scandal. And this is really the fuel that keeps the American military
empire going, because the American economy itself cannot support its military ambitions so they’ve
resorted to market manipulation and the kind of intelligence that Edward Snowden is able to aggregate is
key to manipulating markets in ways that make Booz Allen, allegedly, the channel for billions and billions
of dollars into America’s military campaigns.
And this is really about money, markets and manipulations. It’s not about security. It’s not to do with
anything that the White House says. Remember, the White House is a puppet of Wall Street, Booz Allen,
the hedge funds and the financial interests of the corrupt bankers.
RT: Can you also give us an idea of how some of those big companies like Google, or Facebook could
actually benefit from this surveillance program PRISM? Is there financial a financial gain from them?
MK: Absolutely, because all of the manipulation involves rigging the indexes. And the indexes are all datasensitive. So, if you can manipulate the data, you can manipulate the indexes and you manipulate the
markets. And if you have advanced knowledge of that inside information you can make billions of dollars
of front-running, high-frequency trading, algorithmic trading. And, of course, all the banks on the Wall
Street are in on this and all the banks in the UK.
It’s very telling that the foreign minister of Ecuador said that, look “you are talking about us extraditing
Edward Snowden; what about bringing back those bankers we asked you to bring back to Ecuador who
we caught rigging and terrorizing our market?” What about the Icelandic bankers that have been asked by
the government of Iceland to be extradited back to Iceland that are being held in the UK? What about
these other instances where banking terrorists are being sheltered in the US and the UK? They’re not
responding to extradition agreements. So this is all about financial legerdemain; unfortunately, Americans
don’t have enough money to fight their wars anymore so they have to resort to snooping, data-gathering,
and market manipulation.
RT: What about the diplomatic fallout? We’ve seen tensions between China and Washington but that of
course leads to economic tension. Could that impact trade between the two?
MK: I hope Russia, China, and Ecuador stand up to the financial terrorists in America and Britain. Stay the
course. Don’t give in and don’t appease the financial terrorists on Wall Street.
RT: But how could a small country like Ecuador stand up to a giant like America, where there is indeed
trade between the two?
MK: What Edward Snowden has proved is that if you live a principled life and stay true to your convictions
then you can change the world.
RT: Are we going to see financial fallout between China and the US?

MK: Well, China has got a fantastic card to play, one trillion US dollars that they can dump on the market
anytime and jack interest rates up five or six points, which would throw the real estate market back into
collapse. China is pulling the strings here and China has all the cards to play. America is the biggest
debtor nation in the world. Look at the bond market today, it’s selling off spectacularly all over the world
because confidence in the American hologram of finance is collapsing. They flipped the switch. They see
that the emperor has no clothes. They see that there’s no underlying economic activity to support the
military and financial occupations emanating from the US. It’s game over!
T: reference to Karen Hudes interview, played on Saturday night] – she gives it 2 weeks, more or less for the
entire global economy to come to a screeching halt! Max is agreeing
[From Saturday, June 22nd:

Audio: Breaking the Set

World Bank: Money Laundering Criminals | Interview with Whistleblower Karen Hudes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7E9SUwlooE
Published on 21 Jun 2013
Abby Martin talks to Karen Hudes, former senior executive at the World Bank, about
her experience blowing the whistle on the high level corruption within the international
financial system and how her story was censored.]
MR: no matter where you look, in terms of economic activity – things are bursting out all over!
T: Last week, they spoke of $10 million; this money has nothing to do with the 78 programs connected with
NESARA
Anyone who is in the 78 programs – these 78 programs closed in March, 1999 - After that, no new
programs connected with NESARA were started.
The Dinars, Freedom Club, Imperia -any of the programs going through the network have NOTHING TO
DO WITH NESARA
There is a hierarchy here, T & R are just messengers to the people
St Germain passes his words onto KOS, who passes them on to the President, Rama, those under
gag orders,
Rama – the only person on earth who has a direct line to KOS and his group, but they
are under gag orders – Rama is NOT UNDER A GAG ORDER!!! A UNIQUE PIECE OF INFORMATION
The billions and trillions of dollars are being paid out through the programs; the $10 million is being paid
out by the White Knights – none of the other programs are being paid out through their respective sites –
and nothing has changed regarding these arrangements.
T: a Telepathic Communication by Spirit Eagle June 20, 2013 10:44pm
2013, June 25 I Am Sekhmet. I wish you to know that the Changes are upon you. You must be
ready to assume your Posts with Clarity, Calmness, and a keen sense of duty. You are our ground
crew. You will make the changes that must be made to birth the New Earth. We are with you every
step of the way. Your call to Action will come swiftly and you must respond with clarity, serenity, and
compassion. We ask you to use discernment in All that you observe, hear, and see.
This is Your World; you are responsible for her health and healing as well as yours. You are here to
stop the rampaging destruction of your Earth Mother. This is a time for Courage and Integrity.
Those who won’t listen, or see what is happening will learn in their own time and in their own way.
That is alright. It is important, nay, critical that you who are awake walk on and do the work that is
put before you. More will be drawn to your Light and will step forward in support and work
alongside you to accomplish the building of a new world.
It is Time to say ”NO” to Tyranny. It is Time to say “NO” to your Enslavement and it is Time to say
“NO” to Genocide. You are All Loved! All Children of the Goddess!
I, Sekhmet, and my Paschat Warriors are here to assist in the Great Awakening of Humanity. We
will come to you when you Call upon us! We will Walk with you through the darkest hours! We will
Protect you as you vanquish the Dark Beings who destroy and would leave your Earth a Barren
desert. Together, we will Triumph!
I Love and Bless All of You! We walk with you!

MR: puts out a call to all listeners to let her know if they know of someone who has information that can
be shared with everyone; she has lined up speakers several times and at the last minute,
something has happened which has prevented their appearance on the call. The intention is
always to have a guest, but sometimes the Universe does not support that intention.
Maybe the Divine intention is that so much is happening, we must be kept up-to-date
Caller1: has a friend with PTSD; she has been checking into crystal healings – was thinking of using an
Inner Child Crystal – can anyone help her with this?
T: Cynthia Rose Young-Schlosser and husband worked on people with PTSD from Viet Nam, vets whom
the doctors has written off Go to www.SpiritusSanctus.com
● Describes what to do – includes the phrase “Praise respect, thank and Love the feeling”
● There are also gem elixirs - also, look up Lord Hilarion on the 5th ray ● Go to Cynthia's website and download the music she has created, choose the appropriate one and create
a tape that can be played and re-played – completely re-juvenates the para-sympathetic nervous systems

Caller2: about the Supreme Court & the voter law – about cutting the heart out of the Voter Law and now
the southern states are going to town to get rid of coloured voters, etc
R: the talking heads described it as “Jim Crow has returned to Washington”
T: reads from the Voters Act and gives some background on why – in order to prevent the racism of the
10 southern states and the other 6 throughout the States – the Section did the job
● Now the Supreme Court which is racist has changed this – many of the judges are Opus Dei,
the hit squad for the Vatican
● without the checks and balances of Section 4 & 5, they will go back to before the Emancipation
Act and thereby deny the vote to all people of colour
● Debbie Wasserman-Schults on the Ed Radio show lit into the judges: you have sold your soul to the

devil; you are part of Opus Dei in the Supreme Court as murderers for the Vatican; you are
murderers too!!! She has identified the problem – Mike Papantonio was in for Schultz and lets
people rip.
Caller2: understands what is being said; is anything going to be done before the next election comes
round?
T: the answer is ARREST THEM!!!!
Caller3: about the PTSD – www.starorchid.net The person is of the Great White Brother hood and caller
has gone to her;
go to Services: Matrix plus
MR: Transformational Clearing is what MR can do – and has had success with this process too.
T: Barack Obama cracked the ice [on climate change]
MR: what about his trip to Senegal?
T: watched Al Jazeera as they reported on the trip: Michelle & Barack looked like they were in their
milieu!! They are there to work with programs that will help the people. Thinks it is all about the
big story: NESARA as the transformative program that will be the biggest help.
● he was talking about creating as a spearhead from the US to create ways to prevent famine – brings

up the town of Magalena that has not a drop of water, and Calgary AB in the same time zone is
drowning in water and it is still raining. What is going on?
● Al Jazeera English had on Dana Nugateli, environmental scientist from Sacramento, CA; from San

Francisco, media campaigner Dan Kether who works with 350.org to build a global grass roots
movement solve the climate crisis, with emphasis on the Keystone Pipeline project
T brings in sections from Obama's policy speech: for the first time in 18 years, America is poised to
produce more of its own oil than it imports
● HE WAS SHUT OUT FROM ALL OF THE MAJOR MEDIA: A 49 MINUTE SPEECH AND the only channel

that carried the speech was the Weather Channel – what is this about?

● What he said the oil ones did not like - on the subject of using gas as an alternative and

fracking, she brings up the video of the man who lit the water from a hose and it burned for over a
minute with no signs of stopping – and once water is wrecked, it is wrecked, and the people in
various parts of the NE are getting sick and dying.
Rama asked #15 about this: said it will come but it has to go in stages so people will see
He said 40% of the pollution comes from power plants; there were no limits on any of the plants – they
can pump into the air with no limits – we limit the amount of mercury and sulphur and arsenic in the air Obama's plan uses executive power wherever he can
TARA READ THE WHOLE TRANSCRIPT FROM AL JAZEERA – worth listening to!!!
Cathy: Craig Campobosso, Director of “Stranger in the Pentagon” - to be the guest on July 25 th
MR: Dr Oldring is coming; also people talking about the first encounters -

EMMY NOMINATED FILMMAKER CRAIG CAMPOBASSO
Craig’s other passion is to write and direct stories that provoke the reader to think, to raise their
consciousness, to expand their minds about Creation, while still entertaining in the Hollywood
tradition. His first book "The Autobiography of an ExtraTerrestrial Saga: I AM Thyron" with
Foreword by Sylvia Browne and was released on 11-11-11. (Distributed by New Leaf.) Read more
about it at www.AutobiographyOfAnET.com
Craig has completed the feature-length screenplay "Stranger at the Pentagon" from the book by
Dr. Frank E. Stranges that was first released in 1967. It remains a UFO classic to date. He is set to
direct the feature film with a 1950s Technicolor look on Earth and a far-futuristic look on board the
Victor Class Saucers, Starship and on other planets where the people live on the interior of their
worlds. He has just finished directing the short film version in January 2013 based on his featurelength screenplay.
T: takes a lot of courage for Barack to say what he did about climate change
R: Ed Snowden: Ray McGovern was on the Ed show, Mike P was the host
Ray said if the US walked into the airport in Russia and tried to nab him, it would be considered an act of
war – he is still a US citizen even though they have revoked his passport. Just the same if Russia
tried to walk into an American airport and take him from the international space
Also, there is no extradition agreement between the US and Russia

[Ray McGovern]

Also, Ed Snowden has the papers that say he is considered a refugee by Ecuador

[Ray McGovern]

Audio: Max Keiser about the world markets – knows as much as KOS on this topic!!!

Episode 463

June 26, 2013

http://rt.com/shows/keiser-report/episode-463-max-keiser-277/

Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss the hashtag AngloTapes and the trolollolling by the
banksters at the heart of the Anglo Irish scam to get taxpayers to bail them out before the same
taxpayer could understand how much was really needed. They also discuss ‘feral hogs’ and
colonoscopies for lulz banksters. In the second half, Max talks to journalist and author Andrew
McGettigan about the attempts by the UK government to sell off its 40-billion-pound student
debt portfolio.
Closing: Cathy Lauren

